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The mirror of erised scene

Dungeons, Room of Need, Hogwarts Castle, Scotland, England[1] To see the viewer's deepest desire[1] Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Witchcraft[1] Erised's Mirror is an old, ornate mirror. It has a golden frame written with clawed feet and expression Erised stra ehru oyt ube cafru oyt wohsi. The mirror shows the
most desperate desire of a person's heart, a vision known to drive men crazy. Description[src] Erised's Mirror was a magical mirror, according to Albus Dumbledore, showing the deepest, most desperate desire of our hearts. The name Erised is the desire written backwards as if reflected in the mirror. The happiest and
most satisfied person in the world would look in the mirror and see a reflection of them, just as they were, because then they would have no one and no desire to give life to the desire or desire that the mirror could show them. But of course, it is natural for human nature to desire something greater than its own - in the
mirror it rarely means an event that fails to achieve its intended purpose, if ever, happens. [1] It is said that the writing engraved on the frame of the mirror is in a foreign and possibly dead language, but when he looked closely, he said that he would show the desire of his heart, not his face. Erised stra ehru oyt ube cafru
oyt on wohsi. [1] Date Early history Men wasted before him, even possible, not knowing if what they saw was real. Albus Dumbledore created the danger of the mirror to Harry Potter[src] The Mirror of Erised before the end of the nineteenth century. It is not known who the creator is. The mirror seems to have been
created in a playable spirit these magical artifacts are one (whether innocent or malicious is a matter of opinion), because while a much more normal mirror is more revealing, it is interesting rather than useful. [2] Indeed, it has emerged horribly over the years that the mirror can do more harm than good; Many have
wasted their lives in front of the mirror, losing track of reality because of what they saw and saw and because they didn't want or were reluctant to accept it as just a fantasy. Some even went mad, seeing their most desperate desires as just an image imprisoned in the frames of the mirror, unable to achieve what they had
witnessed. It is not known how it was in Hogwarts. One of the teachers brought back some interesting works that followed, so this may have come comfortably to the castle, because the teacher knew how it worked and attracted his attention, or because they didn't understand and wanted to ask for the opinions of their
colleagues. [2] The mirror had been held in the Need Room since 1891. [2] Albus Dumbledore standing in front of the mirror and seeing His former best friend and lover Gellert Grindelwald in September 1927, Albus Dumbledore, professor of Defense against the Dark Arts, looked in the mirror and saw his former best
friend Gellert Grindelwald. Vowing not to fight each other, he showed that Albus still valued that memory, which had emerged as his greatest desire in the mirror, giving him the two to solidification by agreement when his friendship with Gellert was at its strongest. [3] 64 years later, in 1991, Dumbledore, now the principal,
revealed it and squeezed it out of sight in a disused classroom, initiating some significant changes to the mirror so that it could conceal the Philosopher's Stone. [2] 1991-1992 These dreams do not do to stand on and forget to live, remember that. —When Albus Dumbledore learned that Harry was driving the Mirror[src]
Harry Potter in front of the mirror and seeing himself with his dead parents, Lily and James The Mirror were discovered by Potter Harry the night his father first used the Cloak of Invisibility. To search the restricted section of the library for information about Nicolas Flamel. He came across the classroom where the mirror
was hidden to hide from school guard Argus Filch. Looking into it, Harry saw his late parents Lily and James Potter. He brought Ronald Weasley on a visit to the mirror in the middle of the next night. However, Ron Gryffindor saw himself as captain and Head Boy of Quidditch, holding up the Quidditch Cup, he has always
been overshadowed by his brothers and always striving to be noticed by others. [1] Dumbledore advised Harry to call Erised's Mirror over the next few days and began visiting him frequently to see the faces of the Harry family; The mirror also occupies his thoughts beyond anything else, to the extent that he is growing
obsessed with Ron's warning. Dumbledore found Harry visiting the mirror one night, and after he told Harry what a mirror was, he told him the mirror had to be moved and asked Harry not to call him. Before returning to bed, Harry asked Dumbledore what he saw when he looked in the mirror. Dumbledore claimed to have
seen himself holding a pair of thick, woollen socks and told Harry he would never have enough socks. [1] If that were true, it would show that Dumbledore was so happy with life that all he wanted was little things. However, Dumbledore lies - the subject being a very personal one. Without Harry's know, for a long time,
Dumbledore's greatest desire was his. Dear Gellert Grindelwald. But, in 1998, revealed to Harry, Dumbledore accepted guilt over his sister's death, seeing his family free of all sorts of pain and suffering. [4] It is not known whether Grindelwald, as a savior man, could be included in later reflections. First he saw his pale
and frightened-looking reflection. But a minute later, the reflection smiled at him. He put his hand in his pocket and took out a blood-red stone. It winked and put The Stone Back in his pocket - and in doing so, Harry felt a heavy drop in his real pocket. Some way - unbelievable — he had the Stone earned. —Harry wins
the Philosopher's Stone by looking in the mirror of the Mirror[src] When Harry saw himself standing in front of the mirror holding the Philosopher's Stone in 1992, the Mirror became the last protector of the Philosopher's Stone in his chambers. Dumbledore placed a spell in the mirror, hiding it in it and getting the mirror to
transfer it to someone who only wanted to find the stone but not use it. Anyone who wanted more than to find him would see him making a potion of gold or life, or, in Professor Quirrell's case, presenting the stone to his master. This is because the greatest desire of anyone who wants to use the stone does not have their
greatest desire to find it; Anyone who just wants to find the stone but doesn't want to use it so you get your own wish would be your greatest desire to find the stone. [5] When Professor Quirrell ordered Harry to look in the mirror, Harry focused on finding the stone and was not interested in using it for his own purposes,



and when he put the stone in his pocket of his reflection, he saw it, and at that time it magically appeared in his real pocket. [5] It is not known what happened to the mirror after these events. He could have stayed in the room or gone back to class. During the Catastrophe, which mysteriously took place in the wizarding
world in the 2010s, Erised's Mirror was one of numerous magical artifacts and items on display worldwide as Foundables. Volunteer wizards and witches had to cast spells to banish confoundables from those who protected them. [6] Powers Let me explain. The happiest man in the world can use the Erised Mirror like a
normal mirror. Is that going to help? —Albus Dumbledore explains the powers of mirrors to Harry Potter[src] The Mirror shows the greatest desire of the person who looks at its surface, often by achieving a goal or ambition. However, since each person is unique, only they can see from their point of view in the same way
and no one else. According to Albus Dumbledore, the Mirror neither shows the truth nor (the person desires the most if you can be the subject or what the question is), and some actually went crazy looking at it. Also, over time a person's mirror can change what it sees, if that person's greatest desire changes. [1]
Dumbledore later captivated the Mirror to hold the philosopher's stone. [5] Known desires And gradually, Harry looked at other people's faces in the mirror, and saw other couples with green eyes like him, other noses like him, it seemed as if Harry had knobbly knees even a little old man - Harry was looking at his family,
for the first time in his life. -Harry sees his extended family for the first time [src] Person Date Desire Albus Dumbledore September, 1927 With Gellert Grindelwald himself, his ex. [3] 1991 (Supposedly) A pair of thick, white woollen socks. However, after learning the purpose behind this mirror, Harry's answered a
question. Dumbledore had so many books that he probably couldn't take advantage of them all, but a good pair of socks would have been a nice gift, he said. But Dumbledore's simple desire may also have been designed to deter Harry from using the mirror further. [1] 1991 or earlier-1997 (True) Family alive, whole and
happy — Percival and Kendra returned to her, Ariana using proper magic and living, and Aberforth reconciled to her. [7] Harry Potter 1991 Family and extended family[1] shake hands with Albus Dumbledore after winning the House Cup on June 4, 1992 (lie to Voldemort/Quirrell) [1] holding the Philosopher's Stone (which
he was able to obtain because he had no intention of using the stone). [1] 1997 Lord Voldemort was defeated and died[8] Hermione Granger himself and his friends survived and infiltrated harm, beat Voldemort and found himself in a romantic embrace with Ron Weasley. [9] [10] Ron Weasley as the 1991 Quidditch
Captain, Head Boy, standing apart from his brothers and better than all of them. [1] On June 4, 1992, Quirinus Quirrell presented the Philosopher's Stone to his master, Lord Voldemort. [5] Lord Voldemort in 1997-1998 Himself, all strong, more than anyone else, immortal, and no Harry Potter to stop him. [8] [11]
(theoretical) The word Etymology Erised (pronounced eer-eh-said) is spelled backwards, also known as the Arzu mirror. Backward spelling means how mirror reflections rotate images (for example, desire to melt when projected into a mirror). However, since this is an ordinary mirror, the text also shows how the mirror is
very different from the standard mirrors, in a way that shows the inner desires, not the appearance of a person. Backstage Moment The Mirror, illustrated by J. K. Rowling The Mirror by Mary GrandPré The Mirror, lied to Harry Potter about what she saw in Harry Potter: Puzzles &amp; Spells Albus Dumbledore in Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite Mirror of Erised in console versions of the video game The Mirror of Erised, as seen in Harry Potter. Erised stra ehru oyt ube cafru oyt quote ishow no tyo urfac abu tyo urhe arts desire in the mirror mentioned in reverse by Dumbledore, which happens with the appropriate space I do not want your
face, but the desire of the heart. Erised Mirror can probably be considered a magical mirror, albeit one of a uniquely advanced. Contrary to Dumbledore's words, the mirror informs its users, because it shows them what they want most, even if they do not know for sure. Stranger is still implied that the picture his family
saw in the Harry Potter mirror is true, even if he probably didn't know what his grandparents and other distant relatives looked like because of it. In LEGO Harry Potter: Years 1-4, Ron sees himself in a Gryffindor Quidditch team uniform as he picks up a kiss on the cheek from Hermione Granger. [12] In LEGO Harry
Potter: Years 1-4, when Harry touches Quirrell's/Voldemort's face and beats him, his family applauds in the mirror. When Harry is knocked out and Voldemort's bodyless soul cannot seize the stone, his family laughs at Voldemort's defeat. [12] In Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2, when Harry finds the missing
Diadem in the Room of Need, Draco (pictured with Goyle and Blaise) stands in the way of Harry's progress. The mirror behind them can be seen among a stack of other hidden objects. Thus, it is quite clear that unless the scene is re-re-expected as an Easter egg for fans, goyle is destroyed with everything in the room
with his magic. Neither has been confirmed yet. In the Harry Potter and The Philosopher's Stone video game adaptation, the mirror is often shown with the ability to reflect the magic, which is used as a way to defeat Quirrell/Voldemort; This often changes how it occurs: In the PC and GBA versions of the Philosopher's
Stone, Harry must use the appropriate side of the mirror itself to deflect Quirrell magic to him in the second phase of the war. Either way, knockback should throw the jinx at him to steer it correctly. [13] Ps2, Xbox and Gamecube versions instead include Harry staying close to the mirror, and decide that Quirrell power
protects him; This is shown by a white magic trail that connects Harry to the mirror. [13] Instead of the PS1 version, Harry includes mirror charging with casting a spell After fires of a flat beam that could damage a second right quirrell, but the mirror cannot be directed and Quirrell should be in the proper position. [13]
However, so far only exceptions are in the GBC version of the game and LEGO Harry Potter: Years 1-4 is engaged in direct combat, which has nothing to do with the battle with the Quirrell mirror. [12] In 2003, J. K. Rowling said she would see herself as she did in the Mirror because she had another child, David Rowling
Murray, a few months earlier. He added that he would like to see his mother alive again, and that he hoped there would be room on his shoulder to see a scientist invent a healthy cigarette, and that a particular journalist had been scalded in fat. [14] The Mirror is probably inspired by the fairest reasons for the queen's
desire, the antagonist of the story, in classic fairy tales such as Snow White. The scene, in which Harry sees his parents in the mirror for the first time, takes place in the film adaptation of Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix during Harry's ospicism lessons with Snape. The Chinese version of Harry Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone included various footnotes of the translator explaining various aspects of British culture to Chinese readers. The footnote of erised's inscription's mirror falsely claims to be a hidden Taoist charm. Erised Mirror can be considered the opposite of a Boggart pole; Although both have the same abilities, the
Mirror shows one's deepest desire while a Boggart shows the deepest fear. They are, of course, set apart by the fact that boggarts are a species of creature, while the Mirror has never shown any kind of object, personality or personal will. In Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald, Erised's Mirror, along with Albus
Dumbledore with Gellert Grindelwald, tells the two of them to form the blood deal. It is possible that the mirror reflects the desire to be in a similar situation again. Albus Dumbledore's careful words to Harry when discussing the Erised Mirror express my own views. 'Advice to hold on to your dreams' is all well and good,
but a point comes when holding on to your dreams becomes useless and even unhealthy. Dumbledore knows that life can pass by while you cling to a language that will never be fulfilled or never fulfilled. Harry's deepest longing is for something impossible: the return of his family. Desperately upset despite being
deprived of his family, Dumbledore sits around looking at a dream he'll never have, will Hurt Harry. The mirror is charming and tantalising, but it is not necessarily bringing happiness. Apparently there are 60 images related to the Harry Potter Wiki Erised Mirror. Notes and references *Description: Some of the links above
are linked links, meaning fandom earns commission if you make a purchase at no additional cost to you. Community content may be used under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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